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The  Seismic Design process  

1. derives the seismic motions/actions from local loading codes

2. models the behaviour of the  structure 

3. Checks material strength with (Piping) codes

But the these steps are effected by the piping code used.

The B31.x codes are very poor regarding seismic design. B31E addresses this problem.

PN19 refers to B31E but does differentiate between piping codes, Nor does NZS1170.5 

regarding  piping and parts. 
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B31.1 and B31.3 have the same loads combinations as B31E but B31E has much higher 

(2x for carbon steel) stress limits.

B31E design at operating pressure

B31E must use corroded thickness

Moment amplitude is not defined but ASME nuclear piping code uses similar equations 

and defines amplitude zero to peak.
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Twice the allowable stress for the load combinations and up to 700% more for the 

seismic component?

Note, the seismic load changes depending of the code being used. See next slide.
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The B31 codes refer to ASCE/SEI 7-10 for the EQ loads. Similar to our NZ1170.5.
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Comparing ASCE7 with NZS1170.5 reduces down to design EQ acceleration times a 

Complement Response factor.
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The Complement Response factor in ASCE 7 depends on the piping code being used. 

Also the type of joints.

B31x codes have lower Complement Response factor because these codes have low 

allowable stress therefore these pipe are “rugged” 

B31E has a minimum value for the Complement Response factor. There is no 

requirement to use a higher value.

Complement Response factor in NZS1170.5 or the ductility factor for piping does mote 

refer to any piping code. It should. A B31.x pipe is not the same as a B31E pipe.
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With NZ design you use �	 = 1.25 and B31E

Or 

For B31.x you can use �	 = 2 or Cp = 0.55. 

This does not mean the pipe will yield. Just allows for  conservative design.
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3.7 See PN19
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1. Work out the design event ground accelerations. 

2. Model the piping and systems with realistic forces and displacements. For most 

piping  this will be a programme like Autopipe and limited to elastic calculations. 

The model provides the “actual” pipe movement and loads on supports and other 

equipment.

3. These loads are factored to give stresses for use in the code checks. These factors 

are code dependent. 

4. Integrations of the model maybe required to match the support stiffness.  Be aware 

of the effect of plastic support behaviour on the pipe reactions and displacements.
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1. Seismic accelerations

2. Combine with SRSS

3. Custom occ. case with 

½ loads



SAM is better referred to as Seismic  Relative Anchor Movement.

SAM design is different in B31.x and B31E.

I would assume the Complement Response factor for SRAM in B31E is the same as 

inertia loads. 

What Complement Response factor to use for SRAM in B31.x ???, be conservative use 

the actual movement of the anchor.
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https://nees.org/resources/12126/download/10NCEE-001172.pdf
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